In this paper we discuss a new perspective on how the central nervous system (CNS) represents and solves some of the most fundamental computational problems of motor control. In particular, we consider the task of transforming a planned limb movement into an adequate set of motor commands. 7i, carry out this task the CXS must solve a complex inverse dynamic problem. This problem involves the transformation from a desired motion to the forces that are needed to drive the limb. The invrrsr dynamic problem is a hard computational challenge because of the need to coordinate multiple limb segments and brcause of the continuous changes in the mechanical properties of the limbs and of the environmrnt with which they come in contact. A number of studies of motor learning have provided support for the idea that the CNS crratcs, updates and exploits internal representations of limb dynamics in order to deal with the complexity of inverse dynamics. (Gisztcr et al. 1993) . Alway~)ir, lor s consider only timr-functions that have the form of a smooth step (figure 5b,c) and its first derivativr (figure 5&e) (a smooth 'pulse').
This model provides us with a way to . design ^ .. of sterrotypcd force fields with f .eatures that are tively consistent with empirical observations. Hcrc we have derived a small family of tight field? by combining the four field? of figure 6n with each of thr time-functions of figure 5. In the end, we have may only be operated by sl numbers, the coeflicients c, of Ed tion rrqults in figure 6c show tl eight numbers it is possihlr to apl jerk movements of Iiigure 6b. The procedure for dcterfield. The mining the coefficients is . deqcribcd in Mussa-Ivaldi computational mot lel of equation (2) (2)). The trqjectories generated by these linear combinations arc shown in (6). ZVhcn the arm dynamics arc pcrturhed by the application of the force field shown in figure  70 , the resulting hand movement are distorted as shown in (d). These trajectorirs havr hren obtained hy applying the same coefl%ients as in (c). There is a striking similarity hctwcen the simulated perturhatinns and the experimentally nbsrrx-cd rrsponses shown in figure  7d .
standpoint, is to ensure that equation (5) figure 6d) when The vector fields gencratcd by the spinal cord offer a the same perturbing firld was added to the dynamics of clear example of the impedance control that has been the model arm with the same cocflicients used to generate discussed in 4 6. The experiments suggest that the circuitry the reaching movements of figure 6~ .
in the spinal cord-and perhaps also in other areas of the Obviously, the repertoire of behaviours generated by nervous system-is organized in independent units, or equation (2) depends on the fLmctiona1 form of the fields modules. LVhile each module generates a specific field, that, at present, still needs to be accuratelv determined. In the current model we have strongly simplified the more complex behaviours may be easily produced by superposition of the fields gcncrated by concurrently active velocity-dependent forces by neglecting the known modules. Thus, we may regard these force fields as indenonlinear features of muscle force versus velocity pendent elements of a representation of dynamics. Rccrnt dependence.
Instead, here WC are focusing on the conversimulation studies (Mussa-Ivaldi 1997) have demonstrated gent features of the static fields generated by the spinal that by using this modular rcprrscntation, that is by cord. A particularly significant feature of this field is that adding convergent force fields, the CNS may learn to On the qpconrl dav they practiced again in thr firlcl of taqk A. neurons are active not only during the act of ,graspiny, Finallv, suhjccts or the 4 h break group (cl during thr first day but also when the primate simply looks at the objects were expoyrrl to the fields of tasks A and P, hut with a breaking that, eventually, will be picked up. Neurons with similar interval or4 h between the two. Thrir performance was visuomotor properties have been found in the parietal measured on task A in day 2. Lrarninq cllrveq and mran lobe where neuron5 selectively active during manipulaperformance wcrr siqniiicantlv hi$rr in day 2 both for the control group and for the 111 break qronp. In contrast, tions arr present in the anterior intraparietal area subjects in the no-break group did not display anv cliflerence (Sakata et a/. 1995 
